VP PLAZA DESIGN*
Plaza De España n. 5, 28008 Madrid

Location:
The VP Plaza España Design hotel is located in the heart of the capital, at numbers 4, 5 and 6 of
the Plaza de España, a few steps from the Temple of Debod, the La Almudena cathedral and the
Royal Palace . In addition, we are in the middle of Gran Vía, so you can enjoy all the leisure that
the city offers.
Characteristics of the establishment:
VP Plaza España Design 5 * is located at number 5 of this emblematic Madrid location. The
hotel has 214 rooms on a total of 17 floors and 102 underground parking spaces, as well as
splendid facilities to enjoy your stay. Customers can thus relax in the outdoor pool, enjoy the
fabulous views offered by Ginkgo Sky Bar, dedicate themselves to personal care at the Biloba
Spa and the gym, organize a business event, a personal celebration or taste the excellent
cuisine of its gastronomic corners. .
Rooms:
VP Plaza España Design 5 * has 214 rooms that stand out for their spaciousness, their
privileged views and, of course, their comfort. Some rooms have a terrace, others with a
separate dressing room and some even have a private gym. The most spectacular suite is
characterized by its 120m2 that will delight each one of its lucky guests.
Facilities:
24-hour room, service Valet parking, 24-hour concierge, Outdoor pool with water tempered by
solar energy. Only available in summer season and for guests staying from 10:30 a.m. to 7:30
p.m. Susceptible to remain closed for private events. 24-hour gym. Business center with
computer, telephone and photocopier. Local, national and international press. Rooms for
events and banquets. Lobby Bar. Hours from 8:30 to 23:00. Biloba Spa * Free high-speed Wi-Fi
Internet connection. Service private transfer to the airport * Parking 4 floors below ground *
Sports vehicle rental with Rent Bull. Electric motorcycle. rental Bultaco Scott bicycle rental
Babysitting service available * * On request and with additional charge.
Food & beverage:
Ginkgo Restaurant & Sky Bar shines on the 12th floor of the hotel, a spectacular terrace with
direct access from the street that presents covered and uncovered areas, and that makes you
fall in love with its 360º views of the city of Madrid.
SINGLE:
DOUBLE:

255,00 €
284,00 €

 Breakfast and taxes included

Plaza de España Metro Station is right beside the hotel

It takes about 15 minutes to get to Ciudad Universitaria

Plaza de España Station
Take Line 3 bound for Moncloa
Alight at Moncloa Station
Take Line 6 Circular bound for Ciudad Universitaria (platform 2)
Ciudad Universitaria Station

